
Radheshyam Chouhan-VS-State of Assam

Misc Crl Bail 47912022

28-SeP'22

This is a petition filed under section 439 of CRPC, with

prayer to release accused Rinku chouhan on bail in

connection with Dhekiajuli Ps case number 244122

under section 366 of IPC. The case diary as called for'

has not been received.

Heard the learned counsel for the accused and also
' the learned additional PP for the state.

l-he facts of the case, in brief, are that on t510712022

a FIR was lodged by one Purna chanda Mandal at the

Singari outpost under Dhekiajuli PS, stating therein

that on that day at about 7 AM in the morning the

accused Rinku chouhan forcefully kidnapped his

daughter Pratima Mandal, while she went to attend her
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number 244122 was registered under section 366 of

.' IPC,

fhe accused was arrested on 1010912022 and since
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appeared before the court and vide petition number

720122 submitted that she had a love affair with the

accused, that both of them are major and that they

have already married as per Hindu rites and rituals.

She has prayed to release the accused on bail. The

petitioner cum victim has also produced a copy of her

Aadhar card, which reveals that her date of birth is
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0510212003. The petitioner has also filed an affidavit in
this regard.

It appears that this case was filed because of some
misunderstanding. The alleged victim of this case is a
major girl and she had voluntarily eloped with the
accused. Considering these aspects of the matter,
custodial detention of the accused does not appear to
be necessary. The accused Rinku Chouhan is allowed
to go on bail of Rs. 30,000 with one surety of like

amount to the satisfaction of the learned jurisdictional

magistrate. With this order this Misc criminal bail case
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